HOW TO MAKE A POWER TAP TO CONNECT THE ARDUINO TO THE GVG PANEL
When you install a GVG Controller (Arduino) into a GVG panel for use with an ATEM production it would
be very convenient if the panel itself could be powered from the Arduino’s power in connector.
Here we show how that is achieved.
When you first get an unmodified GVG 100/110/1000 panel it has a ribbon cable going from the rear of
the base plate to the main electronics board J3. This connector is used to carry the 9 volts and 14 volts
from the GVG electronics frame to the panel. It is also used to do a two way communications connection
between the two (RS422).
After doing the other panel modifications as seen HERE the 14 volt and communications functions are
no longer needed. Subsequently we can use the ribbon cable to provide 9 volts to the J3 connector of
the GVG panels electronics board.

On the left (J2) is the connector for
interfacing the Arduino control and
on the right (J3) is where the power
for the GVG electronics goes.

the GVG panel electronics board

1. Preparing the ribbon cable. The existing cable that comes with the panel looks similar to the
following –

Various types of internal interface cables that come with a GVG panel

At one end of the cable is a 16 pin IDC (connects to J3) and the other end is a DB15 connector
that was mounted at the rear of the base of the panel. This connector is no longer needed.
2. Cut the DB15 connector off the ribbon cable.

Use scissors to achieve a straight cut

3. Split the wires as follows

We will be only using wires 1, 2, 3 and 6.
4. Remove the unused wires 9, 10, 11, 4, 12, 5, and 13

5. Peal back wires 14, 7, 15, 8, and 16 all the way to the 16 pin IDC

6. Cut off the 5 wires at the base of the 16 pin IDC

Note the brown wire is going to Pin 1 of the IDC (not always brown)

7. Strip off the insulation of the four remaining wires and join wires 1, 2 and 3 together. These
will be the ground connection between the Arduino and the GVG panel electronics. The other
wire (6) will be the 9 volts the panel will require.

After stripping and joining, apply solder to the two connections

8. Prepare to solder the ribbon cable to the Arduino board

Be very sure to note the 2 pins you need to connect to

9. Place a piece of double side padded tape on the board to take the strain off the ribbon when in
place

Do not peal the top off the tape until the cable is attached

10. Solder the triple wires to the ground pin and the single wire to the +9 volt pin

Be very careful not to apply too much heat as it may damage the board

11. Peal off the top of the tape and push the ribbon cable down to attach.
I have found that applying a small amount of glue to the top of the tape helps with the adhesion
as the ribbon cable is not a flat surface.

Here is the finished modification.

